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All Rights Reserved. If you are using both condenser and dynamic mics, dont worry. Phantom power
will not hurt most dynamic mics. Check the microphones user manual if youre not sure. 3. Leave the
POWER AMP in the speakers. 9. powered mixer for ventilation.From POWER AMP 1 SPEAKER OUT.
REVERSE GATED CATHEDRAL mixer when the cassette deck is in record mode to avoid creating a
feedback loop. CD Player. Effects Processor From MONITOR LINE OUT. Cassette Deck Monitor
AmplifierThe Main Mix bus is routed to both internal amplifiers and there is just one MIXER LINE
OUT in these models. Use a Ycord to connect the HF Out from the crossover to both POWER AMP IN
jacks on the powered mixer. Monitor SpeakersThis shows how to connect another mixers output to
the PPM Series POWER AMP IN connectors. The PPM Series has 3band equalization at controls
except on channels 7 and 8 of the 408S and 808S models, which use stereo controls. Unity gain
means there is no unity U positions and your signals will travel through the mixer at optimal levels.
Use the EFX controls on the individual channels to adjust the amount of each. This taps the channels
signal out to an external amplifier, which powers your monitor speakers, via the MONITOR LINE
OUT jack. Preset Effects Descriptions Reverbs The reverbs are designed to provide and quiet vocal
group harmony and choirs. Also works well with keyboards and drums using short decay. Decay
range adjustable from 2 seconds to 10 seconds. DELAY 1 One repeat. Works best for slapback delay
used in country and swing guitar, and for rockabilly and some country vocals. Delay guitar or
electric guitar power chords. The PHASER effectively duplicates the popular 70s phase shift effect
used for guitar. The equalizer is the last thing in the chain prior to the signal being routed to the
power amplifiers and the MIXER LINE OUT.If you insert a TS thereby allowing the channel signal to
continue on its merry way through the
mixer.http://peep.montrouge.free.fr/userfiles/calculus-larson-solution-manual.xml
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Whatever signal you plug into these jacks is routed to the power amplifier inputs. This provides the
ability to insert a processor in the signal path between the MIXER OUT and the POWER AMP IN.AC
Power Considerations. Be sure the PPM Series Powered Mixer is plugged powered mixers draw the
following average currents. Warranty Service. If you think your powered mixer has a problem,
please do everything you can to confirm it before calling for service, including reading through the
following Troubleshooting section. We suggest insurance for all forms of cartage. Ship to this
address Mackie Designs SERVICE DEPARTMENT 16140 WoodRed Rd. NE, Ste. 5 Woodinville, WA
98072Ask Tech Support being used. Specifications PPM Series Powered Mixers 406M, 408M, 408S,
808M, 808S. Mixer Section. Frequency Response. Gain Amp In to Speaker Out. Maximum Input
Level. Rise Time. PPM Series Powered Mixers Stereo Versions 408S, 808S. We take pride in our
awardwinning owners manuals ! Warranty Info Make sure you check out resources for answers!
Jordan PriceRhoads from Mackie Tech Support shows you in under three minutes. With all the tools
you need. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for
other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal
electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you
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need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need
djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use
opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try
it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.Forrasztasi oldalrol a kondikat ESR merovel ellenoriztem. Az
SRM 450e meg veletlen sem hasonlit ra, egesz mas kapcsolas. Csak ott bontanam meg a szilikont,
ahol a hiba gyanithato! Esetleg manualet tudnatok a
prezentalni.http://agse.stlo.free.fr/fichiers/calculus-manual-swokowski.xml

Akar meg is vasarolom! Koszi Pozsgai Mackie SRM 450 needs help i have an speaker mackie
srm450You can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Current power The
inputs include Mackies highheadroom, low noise mic preamps.Current power amplifiers. Like all
Mackie mixers, the PPM Series mixers are designed for rugged 1 Mar 2000 To maximize the 808Ss
potential, use the Power Amp Routing switch to suit your needs. Although the 808Ss Fast Recovery
amplifiers sounded clean and As is Mackie custom, the 808Ss owners manual was full of useful User
Manuals. View online or download Mackie 808S Owners Manual.Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session. Create one here. Professional 377 kB 6910 Mackie M1400, M1400i
M1400 BubbaKahuna Mackie 808S Professional Powered Mixer in very good condition. Some light
wear from normal use, excellent operating condition. Includes manual on CD and power cable. The
point of a powered mixer is power, right. Find great deals on eBay for mackie mixer 808. Shop with
confidence. Skip to main content. Thats why theres a real FR Series HighCurrent, FastRecovery
power amp inside every PPMTM Series Powered Mixer. Its designed to run all night into brutally low
impedances and sound clean even when driven hard. I reviewed the PPM 808S, the flagship of the
Professional Powered Mixer line, with an impressive feature list. It has an eightchannel mixer, a
builtin digital effects unit, two assignable power amps, graphic EQs and a bunch of typical Mackie
adornments. The 808S is the companion to the 808M one is stereocapable and one is solely mono.
Download free Mackie user manuals, owners manuals, instructions, warranties and installation
guides, etc. 808M, 808S. 600 watts per channel into 2. In most cases, the noise is because of minor
issues such as dirt, aging parts or faulty cables. The bad news is it may require a little bit of time to
identify and correct the problem.

This will separate the internal signal path from the mixer out to power amp in. Supposedly the
newer models have a switching jack to break the internal connection when a plug is inserted. I have
confidence that it will not let us down when we walk out on stage to play. If it fell off the truck and
into a river I would probably buy another 808S PPM at the next Mackie dealer I came to. If an 808S
wasnt available, Id buy a Mackie M1400 power amp to put in the rack and run it with my Mackie
1642 VLZ Pro mixer. Download Mackie 808S audio mixers manuals. Filetype PDF, Download 3,232
times. More Audio Mixers Products Phonic POWERRACK 408 Phonic Audio Mixers Download Mackie
808S audio mixers manuals. We want to use the mackies internal amp to drive the monitors. I have
the manual where they show some sample scenarios, but I dont recall it having what I described
above. Just checked pdfs close, but they dont. ServiceManuals.net carries service manuals for many
different products, including the MACKIE 808M 808S. Visit us online for more information or to
download service manuals today.,,,, Creators are allowed to post content they produce to the
platform, so long as they comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number 10637289.
Today I have the original owners manual for the Mackie PPM 808S Powered Mixer. The 808S is
similar to the 808, but offers information on the 808Ss stereo capabilities. The manual has been
used, but retains an almost new appearance with no defects. It even has the original registration
card still attached in the back of the manual. Make this bargain yours. Get Details Learn More
Opens in new window Learn More Opens in new window Learn More Opens in new window Learn
More Opens in new window Learn More Opens in new window Learn More Opens in new window
Click To Read More About This Product Call us at 8778805907. It features An external effects
section has separate sends and returns plus a footswitch jack to override internal effects.
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A lineout jack lets you add extra power amps.A lineout jack lets you add extra power amps.All Rights
Reserved. Publisher does not accept liability for incorrect spelling, printing errors including prices,
incorrect manufacturers specifications or changes, or grammatical inaccuracies in any product
included in the Musicians Friend catalog or website. Prices subject to change without notice. You
must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. You can
simply remove the item from your cart. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you
know the price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. Please use the box above to search
for any other information.Heat from the output transistors is okay, overheating may even be caused
by a weak AC supply to supply rated power. They will be as short as possible. Cool air is. following
average currentsThese come with 2wire outlets that holds the AC outlet faceplate in amplifiers. This
is. This is the remote I have for the tv. A password allows you to set a restriction on BDROM or DVD
VIDEO. Please try again.Please try again.See Product DescriptionRegister a free business account
Full content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again later.We do not
stock any cases. It is very important that you take the time to physically measure your unit to make
sure it fits into the inside dimensions of this case even though your model number may match the
title of this listing. Many manufacturers change their sizes from year to year even though the model
number may remain the same. Do not use owners manual or online dimensions because they are
usually wrong. Use a tape measure to measure your unit. Please keep in mind that this case is
exactly what the title says it is whether it be light duty or heavy duty, you will get exactly what you
ordered.
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There are no expediting options or shipping options available to get this case sooner than the listed
shipping dates. We are only able to to use standard shipping ground service. This cannot be
changed.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Update my browser
now By ProSoundNetwork Editorial Staff The PPM series mixers are selling faster than Ricky Martin
CDs at a Girl Scout convention and deserve a good dose of PAR scrutiny. It has an eightchannel
mixer, a builtin digital effects unit, two assignable power amps, graphic EQs and a bunch of typical
Mackie adornments. Rounding out the line are three other models of lesser power and fewer
channels. In addition, each channel strip has an input level control, monitor aux send preEQ and
prevolume, effects aux send postEQ and postvolume, a pan control, a volume control rotary and a
threeband EQ section.In the up position, this switch located in the patching section configures the
808S’s 300 W amps maximum power at 1% THD, midband, 8 ohms for stereo mains. When
depressed, the switch converts one amp channel to monitor duty. The 808S can be used alone in
smallcrowd settings or with an external monitor amp for larger crowds. There is also a global
phantom power switch and a break switch located nearby. The break switch mutes Channels 1
through 6 and their aux sends, so you can chitchat without fear of embarrassing feedback occurring.
The 16 presets cover a wide range of reverbs, delays and modulation effects, so there is something
for everyone. There are also two parameter adjustments available for finetuning effects, a rarity for
this type of product. It is so light and portable that I was taken aback by its audio prowess.

https://www.fvsspa.com/images/boston-acoustics-micromedia-system-manual.pdf

Its mic preamps sounded so clean I used the 808S to record a committee meeting at the National
Institutes of Health, where no amplification was needed. When amplifying vocals or acoustic
instruments, it was a breeze to get crisp, articulate images. The 808S’s effects unit sounds as good
as many outboard units costing half as much as the whole powered mixer! I found features like the
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Amp Assignments, the Break Switch, the effects parameter adjustments and the tape level control to
be most welcome. I also think the channel input LEDs should light red, not yellow, when clipping is
reached. As is Mackie custom, the 808S’s owner’s manual was full of useful tips and information,
especially for someone who might be new to sound reinforcement. It is perfect for churches,
institutions or small ensembles. Although it has a vast array of features, it should not prove difficult
to use, even for a novice. It passed my “no manual” test with flying colors. Depending on the style of
music being amplified, it could easily address a crowd of up to 200.Wireless Live Mixer. Page 3
Contents 3 contents introduction. 3 overview. 4 808s front panel. 5 block diagrams. Page 4 4
overview the powered mixer series consists of 5 models the 406m, 408m, 408s, 808m and 808s.
Each consists of five circuit boards effects, amplifier, mixer, output and ac power. This table shows
which boards are used in each mixer. Note each schematic chapter is labeled with the number of the
bo. Page 5 5 808s front panel the amplifier board is connected to the rear panel heatsink. The output
board and ac power board are fitted to the rear panel. The effects board is a small circuit piggy
backed to the mixer board. Behind the front panel is the mixer board. Power transformer efx mon hi
12khz hi 12.

Page 6 6 block diagram mono models 406m, 408m, 808m 63 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k efx ret l
efx ret r efx wide 10 5 0 5 10 15 30 40 20db l r mid hi 80 2k5 12k lo 75hz hpf 10 5 0 5 10 15 30 40
75hz hpf 63 125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k mid hi 80 2k5 12k lo compressor compressor phant om
trim in. Page 8 8 maximum voltage gain mic input to insert output 40 db tape output 60 db main
mixer output 72 db line input to insert output 20 db tape output 20 db main mixer output 52 db
stereo line input to tape output 20 db main mixer output 32 db tape input to tape output 10 db main
mixer output 22. Page 9 9 maximum power at 1% thd, midband, both channels driven 406m, 408m,
408s 250 watts per channel into 2 200 watts per channel into 4 125 watts per channel into 8 808m,
808s 600 watts per channel into 2 450 watts per channel into 4 300 watts per channel into 8.It uses
a classh topology. Only when signal levels ar. Page 11 11 referring to the channel1 switching circuit
shown here. There are two pairs of jumper resistors. The first pair r121, r106 allow both classh
switches to operate in tandem. When operating in tandem, if the positive switch actuates, the
negative switch also does, and visa versa. By switching bo. Page 12 12 r104 both 2.2k ohms allowing
around 1.4ma to flow into pin12. The current flowing in the collector of q34, pulls the high side of
r120 to ground. Page 13 13 warning fusible resistors must only be replaced by the exact
replacement parts. Always check the parts lists to verify which resistors are the fusible type before
replacing any resistors in this amplifier. The circuit is made from the following main elements clock,
codec, dsp and sram part no. Mixer to amplifier board the c. Page 20 20 output board the amplifier
channel outputs connect to j3 on the output board. When I have played through other peoples 808s
they seemed to have much more headroom then ours. I usually have the master volume about have
way up, and the channels at around 3 oclock.

Someone told me the master should always be higer then the individual channels. Should I lower the
channels and turn up the master. Please advise. Thank You! When I have played through other
peoples 808s they seemed to have much more headroom then ours. Please advise. Thank You! But
yes,ordinarily,you want the master as high as you need it to be to get the volume required without
peaking the channel inputs. I dont know if that model has peak LEDs on each channel,but Im
wondering why you dont turn the master up higher. Make sure that each are set as high as possible
without clipping. If the light comes on every now and then its OK, but not every few seconds. Try to
stay somewhat flat with slight boosts and cuts on the main eq. This will keep any white noise down
too. Luckily we have clip lights on ea, channel but we still dont even flicker the clip lights. We seem
to get a cleaner sound this way. Also, the comment on not EQing too much. Since we run things
pretty flat now with a few minor tweeks to control feedback, we have much more clarity and vocal
intelligability than before and can run much higher without feedback. We have NEVER had to go
above about 60% on the main or monitor volume knobs. We rarely ever have a clip light come on.



Are you running subs. Are you running monitors and mains Maybe you have a bad Mackie. Get
someone to let you try your unit thru their speaker array. When I have played through other peoples
808s they seemed to have much more headroom then ours. Please advise. Thank You! I suspect thats
not what you wanna know. All those items outlined by Mark act together to give you your solution.
Ive found they work best with the channels a little lower than yours and the master a little higher to
make up the difference. We are using EV SX300s and sometimes use Yorkvilles with 15s. No
monitors.

I think the Mackie manual says that the yellow clip light shoud be on most of the time, someone told
me they act a little differant then the normal peek lights on other mixers. I think we are on the right
track. Thanks for the help! Starr man Paste as plain text instead Display as a link instead Clear
editor Upload or insert images from URL. Obvykle nabizime alternativu. Viz. nabidka nize. They
crank out real wattage at any impedance, sound good even when pushed into clipping, and are
legendary for their reliability. Developed specifically for PPM mixers, our EMAC is equivalent to
many outboard effects processors, and offers 16 usercontrollable, stunning effects. And since
graphic equalizers are always in a powered mixers output path, we insanely overengineered ours
with expensive, discrete components, eliminating the phase distortion that plagues our
competitors.Often copied, but seldom duplicated, our highheadroom, lownoise mic preamps are
legendary the world over for their superior sound quality. Thats why we use them in the PPM
Series—clean, quiet, superb. Channels also feature levelset LEDs for easy visual input gain
adjustment—just speak, sing, or yell into the mic and adjust the Trim control until the little green
LED blinks. Something went wrong. View cart for details. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This would be a handy powered keyboard mixer into
my old EV1803 cab if it had some more watts to drive it. I dont beleive the thing has 36 amps of
current for both halves. For roughly the same money, you could probably patch together a Behringer
mini mixer and a QSC power amp. The QSCs power ratings are more credible. Les Cargill I dont
beleive the thing has 36 amps of current for both halves. The For roughly the same money, you could
probably patch together a Behringer mini mixer and a QSC power amp. The QSCs power ratings are
more credible.

Les Cargill Thanks Ill show some of my technicly minded friends this stuff and see if they want to
help me tangle with a mono bridge output mod on my 808S Mackie. The QSC idea is good but theres
something to be said for having a single self contained powered mixer that can be plopped on top of
my old EV1803 cab for a keyboard rig. You can use the mono powered moniter section for the
onstage mix and the stereo line out as the sub mix to the mains. The thing is just a bit under
powered for us when we all hit hard together. Also since I already own this thing if there is a easy
way to mod it to a mono bridgeable output then that would be fine for our purpose.The manual
doesnt say anything about it.The manual doesnt say anything about it.Bridging would combine both
channels and be running them at the equivalent of 4. Hed have a kilowatt. Closer to 6 db. That
said,hell likely fry something. Either mixer or cab. Or have the frying mixer take out the cab. Posted
via a free Usenet account from The manual doesnt say anything about it.Bridging would combine
both channels and be running them at the equivalent of 4. Hed have a kilowatt. Or have the frying
mixer take out the cab. Posted via a free Usenet account from must. have. more. power. Lets fry
something. How bout some green tomatoes! This is one of those wishfull thinking kinda things
inspired by looking at one of those nifty new powered Behringer PA boards with the bridgemono
output option on it. It seems like a great idea cause even though they all brag about how much
power they have in reality those little powered boards dont do much at 8ohms. I used to power that
EV1803 cab with an Ashley keyboard preamp into an old dinosaur QSC1400 in monobridge untill a
few months ago when the QSC aquired a bad hum. The bridged QSC had its downside too cause it
was an old one without a limiter to keep those heavy left hand bass notes from clipping. Closer to 6
db. That said,hell likely fry something.



Or have the frying mixer take out the cab. This is all I was going off. Maximum Power at 1% THD,
midband both channels driven 2 ohms 600W x 600W per channel 4 ohms 450W x 450W per channel
8 ohms 300W x 300W per channel 2 ohms 1200W total Continuous Sine Wave Average Output Power
40Hz to 20kHz both channels driven at rated power 340W per channel 4 ohms no more than 0.15%
THD 240W per channel 8 ohms no more than 0.10% THD wasnt trying to be exact just simply saying
that 3 or even 6db would not be worth screwing the amp up. Bridging would combine both channels
Post by liquidator and be running them at the equivalent of 4. Hed have a kilowatt. Maximum Power
at 1% THD, midband both channels driven 2 ohms 600W x 600W per channel 4 ohms 450W x 450W
per channel 8 ohms 300W x 300W per channel 2 ohms 1200W total Continuous Sine Wave Average
Output Power 40Hz to 20kHz both channels driven at rated power 340W per channel 4 ohms no
more than 0.15% THD 240W per channel 8 ohms no more than 0.10% THD wasnt trying to be exact
just simply saying that 3 or even 6db would not be worth screwing the amp up. So it should be 900
at 8 ohms bridged. Or if you want real specs, less. Those are pretty bad specs actually. You are of
course spot on about screwing up the amp. I wouldnt do it. Posted via a free Usenet account from
After looking, it looks like your cab is a 200watt full range cab at I assume 8ohms. your mackie 808S
is running 300watts into 8ohms. As a rule of thumb its good to run 2 to 2.5 times the average rating
of the speaker so having 400500watts would be recommended.Leave the switch for stereo mixing in
place.This puts the left channel normal phase and the right channel in 180 degrees out of phase.
This is exactly how bridging an amp works. In my 17yrs repairing amps, i cannot see how this would
hurt the amp at all since the load is balanced between the 2 amps and neither amp would see
anything harder than it normally uses.

This puts the left channel normal phase and the right channel in 180 degrees out of phase. In my
17yrs repairing amps, i cannot see how this would hurt the amp at all since the load is balanced
between the 2 amps and neither amp would see anything harder 1kwatts at 4ohm. Lots of time with
similar gear Mackie 808m and EV1503s and Im a Keybanger too.This puts the left channel normal
phase and the right channel in 180 degrees out of phase. Lots of time with similar gear Mackie 808m
and EV1503s and Im a Keybanger too. In this case Im using that monitor side EQ and power amp to
power the EV1803 cab for his onstage monitor. The mains section is a stereo submix that is fed into
another Mackie CFX20 mixer via the stereo inputs 1920. It gets a little more complicated when I
throw in the idea of using the channel inserts on each board to record live on my new toy Alesis
HD24. Youre right about those EV1803 cabs they come alive with about 500 watts. Ive used half of
my new QSC RMX1450 and it worked much better than with the little powered Mackie 808S thing.
So you cant apply any where near double power. Youll gain a little by trashing the crossover. About
it. Now if you had a magic wand to make one channel 600 watts and the other 100 or so you would
gain. Posted via a free Usenet account from It doesnt do well with 2 ohm loads, which means it wont
do well with 4 ohm load in a bridge scenario. The passive heat sink just cannot do the job despite
what the literature implies. The PSU also sags pretty badly with low impedance loads as it has very
limited current delivery capability. If youre pushing any type of electronica keys through it using
pure sine wave content, I would imagine it would heat up and thermal quite quickly as well. All in
all, I think any mods youre proposing would be a waste of time and effort overall. It was meant
primarily to be a vocal reinforcement amp with minor instrument reinforcement. Rupert.
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